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Parason Head Box & CDTParason Head Box & CDT

Open HeadBox With German Collaboration - Accujet High TurbulanceOpen HeadBox With German Collaboration - Accujet High Turbulance
Head Box - Pulp & Paper MachineHead Box - Pulp & Paper Machine

A gravity head of the stock is used to give correct discharge velocity. InA gravity head of the stock is used to give correct discharge velocity. In
other words it is adjusted by pond level. Open HeadBoxe works inother words it is adjusted by pond level. Open HeadBoxe works in
lower speed. It has two rectifier or holy rolls rotating in oppositelower speed. It has two rectifier or holy rolls rotating in opposite
directions to create turbulence required to make the stockdirections to create turbulence required to make the stock
homogeneous.homogeneous.

This HeadBox is attached with taper manifold.This HeadBox is attached with taper manifold.

Rotating micro adjuster handle is adjusting the lip shape is the key toRotating micro adjuster handle is adjusting the lip shape is the key to
CD basis weight. The limitation for this HeadBox is operating speedCD basis weight. The limitation for this HeadBox is operating speed
which is limited to 300-400 mpm & pond width upto 4 meters.which is limited to 300-400 mpm & pond width upto 4 meters.
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Pressurized HeadBox With German CollaborationPressurized HeadBox With German Collaboration

Its design & manufacturing process is most matured. Stock will beIts design & manufacturing process is most matured. Stock will be
taken & transformed from pipeline into rectangular discharge. Rectifiertaken & transformed from pipeline into rectangular discharge. Rectifier
rolls are used to even out flow irregularities & to create the turbulencerolls are used to even out flow irregularities & to create the turbulence
to keep fibers deflocculated. Air cushion pressure is given from top andto keep fibers deflocculated. Air cushion pressure is given from top and
must be adjusted to meet the requirement of jet speed. Shower spraysmust be adjusted to meet the requirement of jet speed. Shower sprays
are arranged to eliminate the bubbles and weak pressure pulse.are arranged to eliminate the bubbles and weak pressure pulse.
Overflow volume is controlled following stock on wire. This HeadBox isOverflow volume is controlled following stock on wire. This HeadBox is
also attached with taper manifold. These HeadBoxes are used for highalso attached with taper manifold. These HeadBoxes are used for high
speed application upto 1000 mpm and pond width upto 6 meters.speed application upto 1000 mpm and pond width upto 6 meters.

Control of total head and pond levelControl of total head and pond level

Mainly controls the pond level and slice jet speed. The slice jet speed isMainly controls the pond level and slice jet speed. The slice jet speed is
controlled by total head. At the same time, total head depends on pondcontrolled by total head. At the same time, total head depends on pond
level and air pressure. Using DCS and QCS, the whole system is runslevel and air pressure. Using DCS and QCS, the whole system is runs
reliable and easy to control precisely by the system.reliable and easy to control precisely by the system.

Accujet High Turbulence HeadBox With German CollaborationAccujet High Turbulence HeadBox With German Collaboration

CD Basis weight Control System makes use of low frequency pulseCD Basis weight Control System makes use of low frequency pulse
adjusting dilution pump to feed white water in the same pressureadjusting dilution pump to feed white water in the same pressure
condition. The dilution valves will respond to the signals from the drycondition. The dilution valves will respond to the signals from the dry
end scanner.end scanner.

In high basis weight areas the valves will open up further automatic,In high basis weight areas the valves will open up further automatic,
diluting the HeadBox stock in that zone. Oppositely, in low basis weightdiluting the HeadBox stock in that zone. Oppositely, in low basis weight
areas the valves will close a little automatic. Adjusting the location CDareas the valves will close a little automatic. Adjusting the location CD
basis weight and improving the CD basis weight of the whole sheet.basis weight and improving the CD basis weight of the whole sheet.

Parason HeadBox System FeaturesParason HeadBox System Features

Better energy savings in CDT/OctopusBetter energy savings in CDT/Octopus

Facilitate fast grade changesFacilitate fast grade changes

Air pressurized HeadBox ensure uniform velocity conditionAir pressurized HeadBox ensure uniform velocity condition
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Micro finished inner surface.Micro finished inner surface.

Micro travel adjustable lip openingMicro travel adjustable lip opening

Innovative shower for foam cleaningInnovative shower for foam cleaning

Easily accessible inside area to insure effective cleaningEasily accessible inside area to insure effective cleaning

SUPPLIERSUPPLIER

The Visual HouseThe Visual House

AddressAddress B-703, Second floor, Gate No 10,B-703, Second floor, Gate No 10,
Green Fields Colony, GreenfieldGreen Fields Colony, Greenfield
Colony Block B, Sector 43,Colony Block B, Sector 43,
Faridabad, Haryana 121003Faridabad, Haryana 121003
Faridabad 121001Faridabad 121001
Haryana, IndiaHaryana, India

Contact PersonContact Person Sheena ShridharSheena Shridhar
Mobile NumberMobile Number 95992064029599206402
EmailEmail newvisualhouse@gmail.comnewvisualhouse@gmail.com

TVH, Best TVH, Best Film & Video Production Houses/CompanyFilm & Video Production Houses/Company in Delhi Ncr in Delhi Ncr
Provides promotional video services, Corporate Film Makers,Provides promotional video services, Corporate Film Makers,
Documentary Filmmakers, ShortDocumentary Filmmakers, Short
film Makers, Explainer Videos & more. Call us @ 8178662477.film Makers, Explainer Videos & more. Call us @ 8178662477.

The Visual House - One of the best The Visual House - One of the best corporate film makerscorporate film makers and video and video
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production Company that offers documentary film making services inproduction Company that offers documentary film making services in
Delhi NCR.Delhi NCR.

The Visual House is a group of dynamic professionals committed toThe Visual House is a group of dynamic professionals committed to
produce television programs/Corporate films/Audio-Visualproduce television programs/Corporate films/Audio-Visual
Presentations/documentraies whose hallmarksPresentations/documentraies whose hallmarks
are creativity, excellence and professionalism. We can produce workare creativity, excellence and professionalism. We can produce work
that is visually slick, technically sound, content wise rich and meetthat is visually slick, technically sound, content wise rich and meet
tight deadlines.tight deadlines.

Contact Us:Contact Us:

Address : B-703, Second floor, Gate No 10, Green Fields Colony,Address : B-703, Second floor, Gate No 10, Green Fields Colony,
Greenfield Colony Block B, Sector 43, Faridabad, Haryana 121003Greenfield Colony Block B, Sector 43, Faridabad, Haryana 121003
Email: contact@thevisualhouse.inEmail: contact@thevisualhouse.in
Website:Website:https://www.thevisualhouse.inhttps://www.thevisualhouse.in
Phone:129 6542713Phone:129 6542713
Mobile:+91 8178662477Mobile:+91 8178662477
Contact Person: Sheena SridharContact Person: Sheena Sridhar

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-visual-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-visual-
house-7107house-7107
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